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(57) ABSTRACT 

An apparatus and method for an immersive active and inter 
active educational invention. A preferred embodiment of the 
apparatus includes an activity device including an activity 
sensor for generating an activity interaction signal responsive 
to a sustained large-muscle physical activity of a user oper 

ating the activity device; a controller, coupled to the activity 
monitor, generating a virtual environment supporting a vir 
tual user frame-of-reference in the virtual environment, the 
controller generating a set of virtual education elements in the 
environment and a goal for the set virtual representation With 
respect to the virtual education elements Wherein the control 
ler is responsive to the activity interaction signal to produce 
an affected interaction of the virtual representation With the 
virtual education elements With the controller measuring a 
conformation of the goal by the affected interaction; and a 
feedback system, coupled to the controller, for presenting the 
virtual environment With the frame-of-reference in relation to 
the virtual education elements for providing the user With 
feedback regarding the goal and the conformation of the goal 
by the affected interaction. 
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INSTRUCTION DELIVERY METHODOLOGY 
& PLURALITY OF SMART, 

KINETIC-INTERACTIVE-DEVICES (K.I.D.S) 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This Application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Application 60/855,578 ?led on 31 Oct. 2006, the 
contents of Which are hereby expressly incorporated by ref 
erence in its entirety for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to education 
and more speci?cally to active learning having a user 
immersed in a virtual environment that supports a user refer 
ence that is interactive With educational elements and having 
sustained large muscle activity. 
[0003] Interactive devices are Well-knoWn. There are sys 
tems and methods for linking various types of user activity 
With a display image. For example, a video game offers vari 
ous personal perspectives (e.g., ?rst-person or third-person 
vieWs) of a representation of the user recreated Within the 
game space. Typically the useruses a hand-operated interface 
device (keyboard, keypad, and/or joystick) to move the rep 
resentation of the user Within the game space and perform 
various desired in-game activities. The video game typically 
does not offer educational elements reinforced through the 
user/representation interaction. Additionally, the user typi 
cally is using small muscles of the hands and ?ngers for 
non-sustained (burst) quick, deft, accurate control of the rep 
resentation. 
[0004] There are other systems and methods knoWn in the 
art. These include golf-training aids and exercise equipment. 
A golf-training aid includes a sensor to detect hoW a user has 
sWung a club and to reproduce either a representation of that 
sWing and/ or to generate a simulation of results of that sWing. 
The exercise equipment includes stationary bicycles that pro 
vide a relief for some concerning some monotony experi 
enced by some users. The relief is provided by including a 
scrolling background, sometimes linked to a calculated bike 
speed for the user. A similar use is employed for roWing 
machines. 
[0005] Studies have begun to shoW a positive connection 
betWeen learning and oxygenated state for the learner. While 
reading a book While sustained use of certain exercise equip 
ment may help “learn” content from the book, the learning is 
not interactive With the activity and the opportunity for mul 
timedia and immersion (and thus enhanced learning of addi 
tional content is lost). 
[0006] What is needed is a system and method for interac 
tive, sustained, and immersive learning in a virtual environ 
ment having a user-controllable self-reference frame While in 
an active aerobic state. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The present invention provides a system and method 
for interactive, sustained, and immersive learning in a virtual 
environment having a user-controllable self-reference frame 
While in an active and therefore an oxygenated state. Active 
Learning embodiments relate to methods and apparatus for 
delivering information, concepts, and instruction, particu 
larly to children though some systems and methods are adapt 
able for older users. Preferred embodiments include implica 
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tions of electronic implementation (for example, softWare 
supporting an electronic interface-device) Which is a short 
hand for “Active Electronic Learning.” Some embodiments 
include a plurality of active interface devices or What are 
sometimes herein referred to as a kinetic-interactive-device 
(K.I.D.) Which is: an apparatus or implement(s) that a user 
physically interacts With While responding to associated soft 
Ware- generated visual and/ or audio cues that result from and 
correlate to the user’s physical actions. The ActiveLearning 
methodology contends that information, concepts, and 
instruction delivered to the user, in conjunction With at least 
one or more periods of sustained physical movement (e.g. 
pedaling, stepping, running in place, turning handlebars, and/ 
or moving their hands as in Waving or punching) via a 
dynamic “activity toy,” are absorbed and retained more 
quickly and effectively than When the user is passive or sta 
tionary. Consequently, embodiments of the invention(s) 
described herein are designed speci?cally to engage users 
intellectually and keep their bodies physically moving as they 
interact With a kinetic-interactive-device (K.I.D.) and multi 
media systems/softWare Which increase focus and the absorp 
tion and retention of information. (A user’s physical activity 
While playing on a kinetic-interactive-device (K.I.D.) may 
include sustained large muscle movement as Well as large 
muscle movement punctuated by resting pauses and small 
muscle activities.) 
[0008] More particularly, embodiments of the present 
invention are related to a user-ergonomic, electronic, smart, 
kinetic-interactive-device or apparatus or method Which 
either plugs into audio video equipment such as a computer, 
TV, home entertainment system, or netWork and/or connects 
Wirelessly to certain ones of the devices, or has this audio 
video equipment/technology embedded or incorporated into 
the active-play/leam apparatus, device, or implement. 
[0009] ActiveLearning methodology and kinetic-interac 
tive-device (K.I.D.) apparatus are based on groundbreaking 
research that indicates that movement and exercise facilitate 
learning by producing oxygenated muscles and brain tissue, 
promoting neuron groWth and circuits in the centers of 
memory and learning in the brain, and stimulating other brain 
neurotransmitters, thereby increasing aWareness, focus, and 
memory capacity. The ActiveLearning methodology engages 
the Whole user, body and mind, as they produce large and 
small musculoskeletal movement in thoughtful response to 
visual and audio cues, instructions as Well as tactile or olfac 
tory feedback. This learning methodology also mimics the 
fundamental immersive quality of play by combining physi 
cal activity, the delivery of information and concepts corre 
lated to physical actions, and the poWer of imagination. Some 
key demonstrable bene?ts of the ActiveLearning methodol 
ogy and variety of kinetic-interactive-devices (K.I.D.s) appa 
ratus are (but are not limited to): 
[0010] Increased absorption and retention of information 
due to: 

[0011] Neurogenesis; 
[0012] Enhanced physiological receptivity; 
[0013] Multi-sensory input and feedback; 
[0014] Heightened levels of immersive, experiential leam 

ing and play; 
[0015] Safe, comfortable, ergonomic apparatus; and 
[0016] Collaborative ActiveLearning (locally or via a plu 

rality of netWorks). 
[0017] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a set of representative 
preferred embodiments of the present invention (Which may 
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be implemented as Wireless or Wireless connections). From 
left to right the embodiments include: a jump -to-learn system, 
a climb-to-leam system, a scoot-to-learn system, a step-to 
leam system (having either an interactive mat to detect step 
position, interactive appendage sensors attached to Wrists/ 
ankles of a user to detect movement or combination thereof), 
a punch-to-leam system, and a roW-to-leam system. Of 
course, other activities are possible and include, for example, 
running, stepping, jumping, pedaling, steering, scooting, 
pushing, dancing, hopping, boxing, dodging, roWing, climb 
ing, kicking, punching, pulling, and sliding. 
[0018] A further advantage of certain embodiments of the 
present invention, the ActiveLeaming method, While prima 
rily a learning method, is also a “Trojan Horse” for increasing 
exercise, thereby also addressing increases in obesity and rise 
of Type 2 Diabetes in children or other young adults or users. 

[0019] Disclosed is an apparatus and method for an immer 
sive active educational invention. A preferred embodiment of 
the apparatus includes an activity device including an activity 
sensor for generating an activity interaction signal responsive 
to a sustained large-muscle physical activity of a user oper 
ating the activity device; a controller, coupled to the activity 
monitor, generating a virtual environment supporting a vir 
tual user frame-of-reference in the virtual environment, the 
controller generating a set of virtual education elements in the 
environment and a goal for the set virtual representation With 
respect to the virtual education elements Wherein the control 
ler is responsive to the activity interaction signal to produce 
an affected interaction of the virtual representation With the 
virtual education elements With the controller measuring a 
conformation of the goal by the affected interaction; and a 
feedback system, coupled to the controller, for presenting the 
virtual environment With the frame-of-reference in relation to 
the virtual education elements for providing the user With 
feedback regarding the goal and the conformation of the goal 
by the affected interaction. 
[0020] The method includes a) operating a kinetic interac 
tive device to generate an activity interaction signal respon 
sive to a sustained large-muscle physical activity of a user; b) 
generating, responsive to operation of the kinetic interactive 
device, a virtual environment supporting a frame-of-refer 
ence, the controller generating a set of virtual education ele 
ments in the environment and a goal for the frame-of-refer 
ence With respect to the virtual education elements Wherein 
the generating is responsive to the activity interaction signal 
to produce an affected interaction of the frame-of-reference 
With the virtual education elements With the controller mea 
suring a conformation of the goal by the affected interaction; 
and c) producing feedback data of the virtual environment 
With the frame-of-reference in relation to the virtual educa 
tion elements that provide the user With information regard 
ing the goal and the conformation of the goal by the affected 
interaction. 

[0021] The foregoing summary, as Well as the folloWing 
detailed descriptions of preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion and manifestations of the learning method, Will be better 
understood When read in conjunction With the associated 
draWings. For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there 
are shoWn in the draWings embodiments and softWare 
descriptions Which are presently preferred. It should be 
understood, hoWever, that the invention is not limited to the 
precise arrangements and instrumentalities shoWn. 
[0022] Embodiments of the invention include an instruc 
tional delivery method hereupon named ActiveLeaming, 
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Which is based on a plurality of specially designed K.I.D.s 
and associative softWare. The ActiveLeaming instructional 
delivery method is based on real-time interactivity and coor 
dination betWeen the user’s physical input to the K.I.D. and 
multimedia softWare specially designed to create a corre 
spondence betWeen physical input and access to and manipu 
lation of intellectual or academic information, concepts, and 
instruction, and instructional and other events such as for 
example, operation or manipulation of a user reference gen 
erated in the environment controlled by user actions/activi 
ties. 
[0023] As part of the ActiveLeaming instructional delivery 
method, the speci?c technologies that are built into the K.I.D. 
do vary, as there are many Ways in Which the K.I.D. hardWare, 
?rmware, and softWare can be conjoined and the output moni 
tored. There are platforms and technologies that have been 
designed that enable neW devices and multimedia softWare to 
be leveraged broadly, Which include but are not limited to: 
[0024] The Internet; 
[0025] Broadband Wireless protocols (eg 802.11 g, Blue 

tooth, PAN’s and WPAN’s); 
[0026] Computers (e.g. Microsoft WindoWs OS, Apple 
Macintosh OS and Linux); 

[0027] Proprietary Game Platforms (e.g. Microsoft X-box, 
Nintendo Game-Cube, Sony Playstation2); 

[0028] Cable TV; 
[0029] Game ready TVs and Home Entertainment Sys 

tems; and 
[0030] Multimedia cellular devices and PDAs. 
[0031] With this array of leveragable technologies some 
embodiments of the K.I.D. may be developed as a “Game 
Controller” With its softWare created in compliance With the 
speci?cations of that given platform, or it can have all the 
required technologies imbedded Within its form and housing 
as a stand-alone device. The platform may be battery poWered 
When loW-poWer-consumption components are leveraged in 
its design, or it can plug into household current When this 
level of poWer is required or it can generate its oWn poWer via 
rechargeable batteries/capacitors charged through user 
operation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0032] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a set of representative 
preferred embodiments of the present invention; 
[0033] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
[0034] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of an embodiment of the 
present invention having a tum-2-learn smart kinetic interac 
tive device connected via an RCA cable to a home entertain 
ment system; 
[0035] FIG. 4 is a set ofvieWs ofan ergonomic design for a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
[0036] FIG. 5 is a vieW of a kinetic interactive device con 
vertible betWeen a deployed mode and a transportable mode; 
[0037] FIG. 6 is a ?rst person perspective vieW of a ?rst 
representative interface for a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 
[0038] FIG. 7 is a ?rst person perspective vieW of a second 
representative interface for a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 
[0039] FIG. 8 is an alternate preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 
[0040] FIG. 9 is another alternate preferred embodiment of 
the present invention; 
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[0041] FIG. 10 is a Tum-2-Leam (d) Multimedia-laptop 
mounts via secure brackets onto specially designed K.I.D. 
and connects to an integrated ActiveLearning System; 
[0042] FIG. 11 is a Tum-2-Leam (e) K.I.D.s’ adaptor con 
nects a standard tricycle to a base unit-adaptor that leverages 
a powerful multimedia PC; 
[0043] FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a smart (e.g., RFID 
tag/indicator) coordinated costume With K.I.D. accessories 
and onscreen tie-ins; 
[0044] FIG. 13 is a detailed vieW of a kinetic interactive 
device detailing adjustability, compactability, and cartridge 
data expansion; 
[0045] FIG. 14 is an illustration of immersion of a user 
reference frame of a kinetic interactive device into the sup 
ported environment; 
[0046] FIG. 15 is a detailed vieW of an interface for the 
present invention; 
[0047] FIG. 16 is a detailed vieW of an interface of the 
present invention relating to a reWards system; 
[0048] FIG. 17 is a detailed vieW of a turn/pedal/button 
interface; 
[0049] FIG. 18 is a detailed vieW of a convertible kinetic 
interactive device; 
[0050] FIG. 19 is a perspective vieW of an alternate kinetic 
interactive device; 
[0051] FIG. 20 is a perspective vieW of another alternate 
kinetic interactive device; and 
[0052] FIG. 21 is a perspective vieW of a third alternate 
kinetic interactive device. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0053] The preferred embodiments of the present invention 
relate to an a system and method for interactive, sustained, 
and immersive learning in a virtual environment having a 
user-controllable self-reference frame While in an active state. 
The folloWing description is presented to enable one of ordi 
nary skill in the art to make and use the invention and is 
provided in the context of a patent application and its require 
ments. Various modi?cations to the preferred embodiment 
and the generic principles and features described herein Will 
be readily apparent to those skilled in the art. Thus, the 
present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodi 
ments shoWn but is to be accorded the Widest scope consistent 
With the principles and features described herein. 
[0054] The ActiveLearning method and K.I.D. invention is 
designed for and intended to leverage a plurality of installed 
technologies and systems as Well as loW-cost components that 
alloW systems to be cost-effective and self-contained When 
appropriate. One important feature of the invention is the 
active interplay betWeen the K.I.D. and the multimedia sys 
tem/softWare it contains or is designed to Work With, With the 
sustainable effect of an increase in the user’s metabolic and 
physiological rates, and a corresponding increase in absorp 
tion and retention of information While he/she is active and 
learning. 
[0055] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. The folloWing descrip 
tions refer to the components in FIG. 2: 
[0056] 100iMicroprocessor or Computing device or 
Computer: includes one or more processors the K.I.D. may be 
designed to leverage, based upon speci?c implementation 
and feature requirements. Advantages of leveraging installed 
systems such as computers include recognition that their data, 
graphics and audio processing poWer is far superior to the 
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stand alone processors used With loW-cost multimedia toys 
and games. The microprocessor in a stand alone K.I.D. or in 
a computer the K.I.D. plugs into (eg via USB2) is respon 
sible (in conjunction With softWare instructions) for provid 
ing signals appropriate for imaging system (101), audio 
monitoring (102) and output to drive tactile feedback (e.g., 
forced feedback in joysticks or vibration in seats and or 
handles) (103). Further microprocessor 100 provides feed 
back via binary code to the user based on user inputs such as 
motion (104) or force as may be measured by a plurality of 
sensors including buttons, pedals, levers, touch-screens and 
the like. Input options may include selection of a mode or 
function (105) in response to a lighted button, ?ashing menu 
screen, or an audio prompt requesting the user to make a 
selection. The response may be input by any number of 
sWitches or sensors triggered as before. Microprocessor 100 
executes instructions sets it retrieves from a) its oWn internal 
registers and memory, b) external memory (106) or from 
other buses or communication ports that may be connected to 
other K.I.D.s (107), netWorks, and the Internet or other WAN 
(public or private) (108), or other game systems and their 
attendant memory and netWorks (109). 
[0057] Microprocessor 100 or embedded MCU (Main 
Control Unit) is a single chip multiprocessor such as SSD’s 
Super Xavix or a multimedia chip-set such as an SPG-240 
chip manufactured by Sunplus Technology Co., Ltd., includ 
ing a central processing unit (CPU), a picture processing unit 
(PPU) and a sound processing unit (SPU) able to create the 
graphics and sound corresponding to the simulated environ 
ment for display on the video display system. Similar chips 
are available from a host of companies such as Winbond, 
Holtek, King Billion, and the like. 
[0058] 101iImaging System (e.g., video display): refers 
to a plurality of technologies (e.g. LCD, Plasma, CRT, DLP) 
that produce a static or moving picture from an electronic 
signal. These technologies may be external to the K.I.D. such 
as a TV, Home Theater, or Computer Monitor depending on 
the con?guration and technology in the K.I.D. LikeWise these 
technologies may be built onto or Within the K.I.D. as an 
integrated component required or desired for sensory feed 
back or other interaction instruction or cue to the user. 

[0059] 102iAudio Monitor (or Speaker): includes a vari 
ety of technologies (e.g. Dynamic, PieZo, or Electrostatic) 
devised to amplify audio signals as a means of sensory feed 
back or other interaction instruction or cue to the user. Addi 

tionally monitors may be but are not limited to ear-buds, 
headsets, or bone induction devices. Audio Monitors may be 
external to the K.I.D. but could easily be built into the device 
or accessed via a headset and audio jack. Ear-buds and head 
sets have the advantage of delivering good quality audio 
While keeping the learning environment quiet. 
[0060] 103iTactile Output: includes vibration (e.g. vibra 
tory motors, loW-frequency speakers), force feedback ?ight 
controller, Wind, mist and the like, produced by a number of 
mechanisms or electrical devices that can be actuated by the 
microprocessor (100) or MCU as another means of sensory 
feedback, interaction instruction, or cue. 
[0061] 104iMotion Position Sensor: includes a host of 
sWitches, triggers, sensors, and methods for sensing or mea 
suring speed, direction, orientation, force, height, Weight, 
temperature, and the like as appropriate for the speci?c imple 
mentation. A rheostat, magnetic sWitch, or potentiometer, for 
example, could be used to measure a handlebar turning. Simi 
larly there are a plurality of sensors (e. g. optical encoder like 
















